Pick the tempered glass or resin panel (interior doors only) that is right for you. You may feel that an abundance of natural light is the way to go, or a better fit may be glass with greater privacy. Just keep in mind that we have an option that suits your style (number on glass refers to the privacy rating).

**GLASS OPTIONS**

- CLEAR
- CLEAR BEVELED
- AZURELITE
- BRONZE
- GREY
- SEEDY BAROQUE
- HEAVY WATER
- SEA SPRAY
- TAFFETA
- GLUE CHIP
- QUATRO
- SMALL LEAF
- LARGE LEAF
- “O” 32 CLEAR
- RAIN
- SCREEN DOT
- NARROW REED
- ROOFTOP
- SABLE
- LUMINATING
- MISTLITE
- DELTA FROST
- CROSS REED
- P-516
- SATIN ETCH
- WHITE LAMINATE

**RESIN OPTIONS**

(for interior doors only)

The panels are made with translucent resins and encapsulated materials to create unique, showpiece doors. Choose from natural or textile materials to design the perfect look for your home.